A cross-flow cell of structured packing is inspected for carbon capture. Pressure drop and flow repartition are investigated numerically. The onset of flooding is shown to be delayed by tilting the cell. We introduce novel insights into a cross-flow arrangement of structured packings specifically for postcombustion carbon dioxide capture. Gas-liquid dynamics are investigated numerically, with the liquid flowing under the action of the gravity and the gas driven by a horizontal pressure gradient crossing the liquid phase. An elementary packing cell consists of two connected channels: one depicting a cocurrent gas-liquid flow and the other depicting a counter-current two-phase flow. While flow reversal of the liquid phase can occur in the counter-flow channel at high gas flow rates, the overall flooding point is significantly delayed in comparison to a counter-current flow arrangement traditionally used for structured packings. Varying the gas flow rate and the tilting angle of the elementary cell, a detailed numerical analysis of the flow repartition between channels, the pressure drop, the gas and liquid velocities, and the onset of flooding is presented. The pressure drop is found to be smaller when tilting the cell with respect to the initial scenario at 45
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We introduce novel insights into a cross-flow arrangement of structured packings specifically for postcombustion carbon dioxide capture. Gas-liquid dynamics are investigated numerically, with the liquid flowing under the action of the gravity and the gas driven by a horizontal pressure gradient crossing the liquid phase. An elementary packing cell consists of two connected channels: one depicting a cocurrent gas-liquid flow and the other depicting a counter-current two-phase flow. While flow reversal of the liquid phase can occur in the counter-flow channel at high gas flow rates, the overall flooding point is significantly delayed in comparison to a counter-current flow arrangement traditionally used for structured packings. Varying the gas flow rate and the tilting angle of the elementary cell, a detailed numerical analysis of the flow repartition between channels, the pressure drop, the gas and liquid velocities, and the onset of flooding is presented. The pressure drop is found to be smaller when tilting the cell with respect to the initial scenario at 45
. Flow reversal instead is delayed when lowering the tilting angle, that is when the cell is tilted anti-clockwise. We also reveal the presence of long waves at the edge of the cell at low tilting angles. Finally, data of the wet pressure drop in the cross-flow cell are compared with different commercially available types of packing arranged in a conventional vertical counter-flow configuration, such as several versions of the Sulzer Mellapak 
Introduction
Gas-liquid flows play a fundamental role in many chemical unit operations, such as the carbon dioxide absorption and distillation columns. To enhance gas-liquid contact, common column internals used are structured packings. These optimised geometric structures, made of textured metal sheets to maximise interfacial contact area between a gas phase and a liquid phase, spread the liquid phase as a thin film to extend residence time and allow mass transfer and chemical reactions to complete. The resulting flow occurring in the alignment of these packings is a counter-current flow. Here, a gravity-driven falling liquid film flows downwards along the packing walls in the presence of an upward flowing gas at a constant pressure gradient (driven from the bottom of the column). A typical application being removal of CO 2 from flue-gas using an amine solution in an absorption column.
Any such gas-liquid configuration is inherently unstable and the primary instability is manifested as interfacial waves (Craik, 1966; Yih, 1967) . The primary source of the instability is the so-called interfacial mode driven by viscosity contrast between the phases (Boomkamp and Miesen, 1996) . Here, the instability kicks off as an infinitesimally small wave, growing exponentially (by virtue of a linear instability) in amplitude both in time and space (Lavalle et al., 2017; Schmidt et al., 2016; Tilley et al., 1994; Valluri et al., 2010; Vellingiri et al., 2015) . At large amplitudes, growth tends to be non-linear, with energies derived from the inertia of both the phases (the shear modes) in addition to the interfacial mode. This causes the waves to be distorted, leading to formation of ligaments that tend to break-off into droplets carried by the upward gas current. Interfacial waves of this kind play an important role towards enhancing available exchange area, which is crucial for mass and heat transfer (Henstock and Hanratty, 1979; McCready and Hanratty, 1985) . However, any counter-current gas-liquid flow is limited by its practical operability. Specifically, at high gas loads, flow reversal occurs in the liquid phase, resulting in the column being flooded by the liquid. This event is called flooding and is characterised by high pressure drops. Therefore, it is common practice in the industry to run the absorption column below the flooding onset point, in order to get the best fruition of the mass transfer at smaller pressure drops. Nevertheless, at the same transfer efficiency, one would delay the flooding onset in order to reduce size and cost of these equipments.
The flow in structured packing has been the subject of many experimental and numerical studies in the past. The experimental works have focussed either on the analysis of performances of novel structured packings (Olujić et al., 2003; Bessou et al., 2010) , or the influence of the liquid physical properties on the wetted area (Nicolaiewsky et al., 1999; Bradtmöller et al., 2015) ; further experimental works have been also performed to measure the liquid spreading in structured packings (Aferka et al., 2011; Fourati et al., 2012) . Recently, Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) has become an effective tool to complement the experimental works, although the computational cost might still be too expensive for the analysis of complex geometries such as the entire column. Raynal and Royon-Lebeaud (2007) have developed an approach where two-dimensional gas-liquid CFD results are used as basis for three-dimensional one-phase simulations involving the whole column geometry. Subsequently, Fernandes et al. (2009) have performed CFD simulations of a pseudo single-phase model aiming to study the wet pressure drop inside the Sulzer EX structured gauze packing. Several studies have also focussed on the inspection of flow pattern, liquid hold-up and mass transfer occurring in film flows over a packing substrate (Haroun et al., 2010; Valluri et al., 2005; Xu et al., 2008) ; other works have aimed to characterize the three-dimensional liquid flow over a structured packing element (Ataki and Bart, 2006) .
Simultaneously, many studies have investigated the flooding onset in structured packing. Beginning with the empirical method proposed by Sherwood et al. (1938) , new analytical approaches have followed (Dankworth and Sundaresan, 1989; Hutton et al., 1974; Iliuta et al., 2014) . Meanwhile, flooding has been extensively examined in two-dimensional liquid films sheared by laminar or turbulent gas flows by means of linear stability, Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) and reduced-order film models (Trifonov, 2010; Tseluiko and Kalliadasis, 2011; Dietze and Ruyer-Quil, 2013; Schmidt et al., 2016; Lavalle et al., 2017; Vellingiri et al., 2015) . However, these methods cannot be directly transferred to structured packings due to the flat wall geometries considered in those studies (Hutton et al., 1974) .
In this article, we investigate the gas-liquid flow in a cross-flow arrangement of structured packing for post-combustion carbon capture. Post-combustion carbon capture requires removing carbon dioxide from large volumetric flow rates of combustion gas streams at close to atmospheric pressure. One way to achieve process intensification (defined here as a series of design strategies implemented to achieve drastic reductions in the size of existing processes) is to increase gas flow rates to reduce the resulting cross-sectional area and height of CO 2 absorption packed columns. In practice, the cross-sectional area could match a typical heat recovery steam generator structure of a Combined Cycle Gas Turbine or the horizontal ducting downstream of pulverised coal boiler. In this work, we show that horizontal, cross-flow packed column configurations are likely to delay, at increasing gas flow rates, the occurrence of flow reversal in the liquid phase (characterised by high pressure drops) and can be operated at higher gas velocities than conventional, vertical counter-flow configurations. Horizontal absorbers are currently used in smaller scale application in gas-air treating, and at scale for Flue Gas Desulphurisation (FGD) of combustion gases (Klingspor et al., 2002) , although with liquid spray systems instead of packing material. The application to carbon capture is novel and is the focus of this article.
While in a conventional vertical packed column the gas is injected from the bottom and ejected at the top, in the crossflow packing the gas instead flows from left to right under a horizontal pressure gradient. In both scenarios the liquid falls as a thin film driven by the gravity. While vertical counter-flow arrangements are more common, certain applications such as postcombustion CO 2 capture could present favourable characteristics for cross-flow horizontal packed columns: (i) less visual impact at the power plant level because the absorber could develop horizontally rather than vertically; (ii) the absorber could be directly integrated in the flue gas pathway with rectangular ducting.
In order to provide novel insights into the cross-flow arrangement, we present the first detailed CFD study of the gas-liquid flow within a three-dimensional elementary cell of such an alignment of structured packings, as shown in Fig. 1 , where the gas flows parallel to the packing sheets. The choice of modeling one single elementary cell aims to reduce the computational cost; this issue has been already discussed by Petre et al. (2003) and Raynal et al. (2004) when simulating the dry pressure drop in structured packings. Also, Said et al. (2011) have shown that modeling the dry pressure drop within a periodic elementary cell is a good representation for the whole packing.
Our two-phase model is based on the Volume-of-Fluid (VoF) method with a Smagorinsky LES (Large Eddy Simulation) model for the turbulent terms. Validation of this transient two-phase VoF-LES model is achieved by comparing the pressure drop of the classical vertical cell under counter-current flow with previous experimental works, and with industrial data from the Sulcol 3.2 Fig. 1 . Representation of the cross-flow structured packing. The highlighted and dashed area corresponds to the elementary cell considered here, and depicted in Fig. 2. software by Sulzer Chemtech. Aiming to carry out a first step towards optimisation of such a cross-flow elementary cell, we examine the fundamental behaviour of the flow to estimate key performance metrics, such as pressure drop, interfacial area, film thickness, liquid and gas distribution. Particularly, the analysis of the averaged liquid velocity in the counter-flow channel gives indication of the flooding onset. We reveal that tilting the cell in an anti-clockwise fashion reduces the pressure drop and delays the flooding onset. We also show that the gas is found to preferentially escape upwards rather than flowing horizontally. These metrics will inform the optimisation, design and scale-up of cross-flow CO 2 absorber systems, as part of a wider programme of research at the University of Edinburgh. Finally, the computed net pressure drops are compared against industrial packings available in the literature.
The paper is organised as follows: Section 2 presents the framework under investigation; Section 3 describes the numerical formulation and its validation, whereas Section 4 the main results; finally, Section 5 shows comparisons with industrial packings, before conclusions (Section 6).
The general framework
We consider a three-dimensional cross-flow elementary cell of a structured packing, as depicted in the shaded area of Fig. 1 . A structured packing consists of a series of textured metal sheets connected together and with opposite orientation of their triangular channels. In the present case, the channels cross at a constant angle of 90
. The elementary cell is a periodic geometric pattern which repeats itself: this is sketched in Fig. 2 . Like the conventional vertical packing, the liquid flows from the top to the bottom under the action of the gravity. The gas instead flows from left to right driven by an applied pressure gradient, rather than from bottom to top as in conventional vertical packings. Fig. 2 also shows that gas and liquid flow in a co-current fashion in one of the two connected channels of the cell, and in a counter-current way in the other. This is an important and distinguishing feature of the cross-flow cell, whereas in the usual vertical cell both channels are counter-current. Since flooding occurs under certain conditions in counter-current gas-liquid flows, the presence of the co-current channel might delay the flooding onset and widen the operation of the cross-flow cell in applications such as post-combustion carbon capture, to be shown is Section 4.2.
The sheets of structured packings have textured walls and perforations all along. The former help to destabilize the liquid film and increase the exchange area between the two phases, aiming to enhance the mass transfer. The latter instead allow the liquid to drain across the packing and prevent from its accumulation. In this study, we have not represented the textures and the perforations within the elementary cell, and leave this subject to future studies.
The chosen fluids are typical of the CO 2 absorption process and the corresponding properties are listed in Table 1 . The liquid is an aqueous solution of monoethanolamine (MEA) at 30% in weight at 25 C, see Amundsen et al. (2009) and Jayarathna et al. (2013) . The gas phase is instead the flue gas at ambient temperature. From  Fig. 2 , the definitions to be used throughout this study are: ). Note that the angle between crossing channels always remains at 90 ; characteristic length L ¼ d cos b used for the definition of the dry and wet pressure drops, to be defined later; Reynolds number of the gas phase Re G ¼ U G D=m G imposed on the left, where U G is the horizontal and superficial gas velocity, whereas m G the gas kinematic viscosity; superficial liquid velocity U L imposed at the top. Fig. 2 . Schematic diagram of the cross-flow elementary cell, with the counter-flow channel along the y-direction and the co-flow channel along the z-direction. The former is in the back whereas the latter in the front. The liquid is indicated in blue whereas the gas in red (block arrows define the superficial velocity while simple arrows the velocity within the channels); the angle b is the tilting angle. The grey-shaded area defines the computational domain, which is zoomed in on the right hand side. The point C is the centre of the cell, whereas the segment CD in the counter-flow channel is the line where the velocity profiles are plotted in Figs. 11 and 12. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
As a general convention in absorption an distillation, the gas load is reported using the F-factor F ¼ U G ffiffiffiffiffiffi q G p , where q G is the gas density; following Grünig et al. (2013) , the liquid load is defined as B ¼ U L A=S, where S ¼ 4:58 Á 10 À4 m 2 is the surface area of the wall of the computational domain. In absorption and distillation applications, the F-factor lies in the range F ¼ 0:1 À 6 ffiffiffiffiffi ffi Pa p , whereas the liquid load B ¼ 0:2-200 m 3 =ðm 2 hÞ, see for example structured packings by Sulzer Chemtech, such as Mellapak TM 250. Y and Mellapak 500.Y (Spiegel and Meier, 1992) . In this work we use values of gas and liquid velocities such that we test the cross-flow absorber in the range of real applications. The aim of this study is to characterize the flow in such a cross-flow absorber cell and analyse the performance in terms of pressure drop, flow repartition and flooding onset.
We have tested three different gas velocities (see Table 2 ), five tilting angles for each gas velocity to balance flow repartition between the two channels of the cell, and two liquid loads to inspect the influence on the flooding onset.
Description and validation of the numerical model

The numerical model
Owing to the complex geometry being considered, we develop a transient (unsteady) VoF-LES model using Ansys CFX TM . The VoF approach applies an Eulerian description of each phase on a fixed grid, and the interface between the two phases is computed through the transport equation of the local volume fraction (Scardovelli and Zaleski, 1999) . The two phases are assumed to be Newtonian, incompressible and isothermal, the phase change being neglected. Reactions at the gas-liquid interface are also neglected. The two-phase unsteady flow is governed by the Navier-Stokes equations r Á u ¼ 0;
where u is the velocity vector, q and p the local density and pressure, respectively, g ¼ ð0; Àg cos b; g sin bÞ T the gravity vector, and
T Þ the viscous stress tensor. The surface tension is defined with c, whereas the curvature with j ¼ r Á n, where n ¼ ru=jruj represents the unit normal vector; d i is instead the Dirac delta function. The volume fraction u, which provides information of the location of both phases (u ¼ 0 in the gas and u ¼ 1 in the liquid), is advected via the equation
Local density and viscosity can be computed with
where subscripts L and G refers to liquid and gas, respectively. The Continuum Surface Force (CSF) method is applied to model the surface tension (Brackbill et al., 1992) . A Large Eddy Simulation (LES) method is used to model the turbulence in the gas, with the Smagorinsky model for the near-wall analysis (Smagorinsky, 1963) . Velocity and pressure fields are filtered at the sub-grid scale and all the small-scale structures below this filter are modelled. Filtering Eqs.
(1) leads to
where the bar defines the filtered fields. Two additional terms appear in the momentum equation upon the filtering process. The first represents the residual stress tensor and is defined as
The second term E accounts for the sum of all the errors resulting from the subgrid-scale terms, including also the filtered surface tension, and can be neglected (Liovic and Lakehal, 2007a; Labourasse et al., 2007) . The Smagorinsky model is used to close the resulting filtered equation, allowing to express the residual stress tensor as
where l t is the eddy viscosity, given by
where C s ¼ 0:18 is the Smagorinsky constant, whereas D is the length of the unresolved scale, which is generally chosen as the grid size, i.e. D ¼ 2ðDxDyDzÞ 1=3 (Abbott and Basco, 1989) . Once the Smagorinsky model is added to the filtered momentum Eq. (4b), it leads to
where now s is given by Eqs. (5) and (6). Finally, the velocity vector vanishes for both phases at the wall. Here, we adopt a wall adhesion model with imposed contact angle of 0 so that the fluid is fully wetting. The VoF method used ensures that there is continuity of velocity and tangential stress at the gas-liquid interface.
A mesh-independence test over Nusselt film thickness has indicated an optimum computational domain with 2-million elements and with biased refinement close to the walls such that the liquid film is adequately resolved (Fig. 3) .
Here we discuss the Smagorinsky model chosen for resolving turbulence. As a general rule, we ensure that the cell size in the liquid never exceeds h 0 =10, where h 0 is the Nusselt film thickness defined later in Eq. (8). To this end, we have also tested a maximum cell size in the liquid phase smaller than h 0 =20 and found no remarkable differences of the flow pattern in the vicinity of the interface. However, in presence of interfacial waves the scenario changes: while the trough of the wave approaches the wall, the wave crest might leave the region of refined mesh causing a lower accuracy of the near-wall law. This effect could also occur at the edge of the cross-flow cell, where an accumulation of the liquid is expected. A film thinner than the mesh-cell could be subject to numerical break-up, hence we stop our simulations (especially the ones with low liquid load) before the film breaks. Nevertheless, it must be recalled that capturing the flow correctly at the interface Table 2 Gas-phase Reynolds numbers with corresponding horizontal gas velocities and Ffactor used in this study for the dry simulations. (Belcher and Hunt, 1998; Labourasse et al., 2007; Liovic and Lakehal, 2007a,b) . The discretization scheme is second-order central difference in space and second-order backward Euler in time. The time step used in the simulations is adaptive and never greater than 1 Á 10 À5 s allowing to fulfill the condition Dt ¼ min½t c ; t v , where t c ¼ Dx min =U G is the convective time-scale and t v ¼ Dx 2 min =m L corresponds to the viscous time-scale, Dx min being the finest mesh size. MPI parallelization allows us to perform the run with up to 64 cores.
We adopt a two-step numerical strategy:
1. first a ''dry scenario", where we evaluate the dynamics of the gas phase. We use inlet-outlet boundary conditions, by imposing the velocity at the inlet and the ambient pressure at the outlet. This step of the simulation allows us to estimate the dry pressure drop, 3D velocity and pressure fields inside the cell. This is a crucial step as these results provide accurate initial conditions (for velocity and pressure fields) for the two-phase wet simulations in the second step; 2. in the second step, we consider an unsteady ''wet scenario", where both the liquid and the gas are considered. The pressure and velocity distributions obtained from the dry simulation in the first step are given as initial conditions. In addition, it is also necessary to specify the initial position of the gas-liquid interface in the domain. This is done by imposing a flat film at t ¼ 0 with the initial film thickness set by the Nusselt relation at the imposed liquid load B (Nusselt, 1916) :
where w ¼ 1:8 Á 10 À2 m is the width of the cell considered as a plain flat plate. Here we implement periodic boundary conditions with imposed pressure drops (as computed from the first-step strategy) at the boundaries of the domain. The pressure drops must be imposed such that the flow directions are in accordance with the cross-flow geometry as shown in Fig. 2 . Periodic boundary conditions are necessary to represent the unit cell as a repetitive arrangement in a large system (such as that of an absorption column). Periodic boundary conditions are appropriate representation of flows far from the inlet and outlet of the column, and provide a considerable reduction of the computational cost.
The resulting transient two-phase VoF-LES model allows us to fully capture the two-phase flow dynamics within the cross-flow elementary cell. However, given that the periodic boundary conditions in the wet scenario accounts for an imposed pressure gradient, the resulting gas-liquid flow pattern will adapt to this imposed value, which in turn corresponds to the pressure drop obtained through the dry simulation. Thus, the solution obtained is the two-phase flow pattern (interface shape including waves, local 3D velocity vector and pressure) at a fixed pressure drop. Here we explain the procedure which allows us to obtain the wet pressure drop when using periodic boundary conditions with imposed pressure drop of the dry scenario: in reality, at fixed gas load (i.e. at fixed F-factor) the wet pressure drop is greater than the dry pressure drop; instead, at fixed pressure drop, the resulting F-factor in the wet column is lower than the dry column. In our case, the dry pressure drop is imposed as boundary condition for the wet-stage simulation and the increase of pressure drop cannot be captured. However, the wet pressure drop can be obtained a posteriori by quantifying the reduction, within the cell, of the F-factor in the wet configuration with respect to the dry scenario. This is accomplished by computing, at the end of the run, the averaged gas velocity at the outlet plane of each channel. This velocity is then recomposed in the horizontal direction, and gives the wet F-factor, as shown in Table 5 . This velocity recomposition is consistent with the velocity decomposition that is performed at the inlet for the dry scenario. We remark also that the effect of lowering the F-factor is more pronounced at higher liquid loads.
A rigorous validation of this two-step strategy is presented in Section 3.3: it shows a thorough comparison of pressure drop for a standard counter-current flow arrangement against data available in the literature and industrial data from the Sulcol 3.2 software by Sulzer Chemtech.
Dry-stage simulation with cross-flow and validation
In the definition of the dry simulation for the three tests of Table 2 , the gas velocity at the inlet of both channels can be computed as vector decomposition at a given tilting angle b. Numerical convergence is deemed to be achieved at a residual tolerance of 1 Á 10 À6 , after which the pressure difference Dp ¼ p out À p in in both channels is computed. This is listed in Table 3 for the countercurrent and the co-current channels, respectively. One notes that the pressure drop is the same in the two channels due to the absence of the liquid phase. Also presented in Table 3 is the dry pressure drop, measured as
where L is a characteristic length consisting of the distance between the channel outlets defined in Fig. 2 , whereas Dp y and Dp z are the pressure drop computed in the counter-current and co-current channels, respectively. We note from Table 3 that the overall pressure drop increases with the gas velocity. Finally, we have measured the mass flow q at the outlet of each channel and checked the gas repartition with respect to the total mass flow Q dry at the inlet. As expected from the dry-stage simulation, Table 3 shows that the gas distributes evenly in each channel. In order to validate our simulations in the dry regime, the discrepancy of the numerical mass flow at the outlet has been quantified against the exact value imposed at the inlet, i.e. Q exact ¼ 2Aq G U G , where A is the inlet area, as depicted in Fig. 2 . Table 3 shows that the error, computed as jQ À Q exact j=Q exact , is smaller than 1% for all the performed numerical tests.
Wet-stage validation with counter-current flow
Neither experimental nor numerical work is currently available for the validation of simulations in the wet regime of cross-flow packing. Therefore, we validate the transient two-phase VoF-LES model against results in a conventional vertical counter-current packing reported in the literature. The computational domain and the mesh are the same as those depicted in Figs. 2 and 3, with the exception that the gas is injected at the bottom rather than from the left. The imposed liquid load is B ¼ 50 m 3 =ðm 2 hÞ, whereas the F-factor ranges from 0 to 10. The resulting overall pressure drop is compared against the industrial data of a Mellapak 500.Y column obtained with the software Sulcol 3.2 developed by Sulzer Chemtech. This comparison is depicted in Fig. 4 , where one notices that our transient two-phase VoF-LES model applied to an elementary cell returns a similar trend with respect to the data obtained for the whole column, although shows a significative deviation for high F-factors. In particular, at low F-factors, i.e. up to F ¼ 0:4 ffiffiffiffiffi ffi Pa p , the simulated wet pressure drop differs of almost 18% from the experimental data of the whole column. At high Ffactors instead, the deviation in the wet pressure drop is greater; nevertheless, we note that the linear fit between numerical and experimental data has a similar slope, with maximum deviation of 39% in the F-factor (at the same pressure drop). However, it must be recalled that this VoF-LES model neglects the textures and the perforations at the wall of the packing. In addition, the observed deviation in the wet pressure drop might be due to the choice of the periodic elementary cell, in view of the fact that Haroun and Raynal (2016) have showed a 20% deviation for a wide range of F-factors of the simulated dry pressure drop against the experimental data when using an adapted Periodic Representative Element.
For clearness, Fig. 4 also shows the results of the dry pressure drop of a Mellapak 500.Y column from Spiegel and Meier (1992) , which is expected to be lower than the wet pressure drop. Particularly, Fig. 4 highlights that the discrepancy between dry and wet pressure drops amplifies for higher F-factor, and this is confirmed both by the Sulcol data and the VoF-LES model. Fig. 4 presents one of the first validation of a full two-phase numerical model applied to an elementary packing cell against real data of the whole column.
The VoF-LES model is also checked against the partitioning of liquid and gas within the vertical conventional cell. Here, both the phases are expected to distribute evenly between the two connected channels due to the lack of preferential directions. Table 4 lists the distribution of the two phases in the y-channel and confirms an almost regular repartition.
The VoF model is always subject to mass-loss due to the surface sharpening algorithm and numerical diffusion of the VoF equation itself. Our typical run is a large-scale simulation, i.e. run over at least tens of thousands of timesteps (around 16,000) with a total of around 2 Á 10 5 iterations. For the cases considered, the mass loss at the end of the simulation ranges between 3 and 6%, which is significantly small given the large size of the numerical run.
Wet-stage simulations with cross-flow
We consider the cross-flow geometry with the liquid phase, as depicted in Fig. 2 . Periodic conditions with imposed pressure jump corresponding to the pressure drop Dp previously found in the dry simulation, listed in Table 3 , are used at the boundaries. Pressure and velocity distributions within each channel taken from the dry stage, as in Table 3 , are imposed as initial condition for the gas phase. The initial film thickness follows Eq. (8). As explained at the end of Section 3.1, the actual F-factor in the wet stage is lower than the dry stage; Table 5 resumes therefore the F-factor computed a posteriori at liquid load B ¼ 130 m 3 =m 2 =h, to be used from now onwards.
The wet simulations are inherently unsteady given several timescales present in the two-phase flow within the cell, i.e. the convective timescale dominated by the gas flow, viscous timescale at the liquid-gas interface and near the wall, the latter enabling the resolution of the interfacial and wall velocity profiles, respectively. As a suitable criterion to stop the simulation runs, we consider the Table 3 External velocity UG, pressure drop G dry and mass flow channel repartitions q=Q dry for the dry simulation (gas only). The pressure drop in the counter-current and co-current channels are defined by Dp y and Dp z , respectively. The last column quantifies the deviation of the numerical mass flow Q from the theoretical value Q exact ¼ 2Aq G UG. 
Table 4
Repartition of liquid and gas (divided by the total amount of each single phase) within the y-channel for the wet stage of conventional vertical counter-current flow. Data correspond to three points (forth to sixth red star) of Fig. 4 . is taken along the plane perpendicular to the y axis and crossing the segment CD shown in Fig. 2 . Since the counter-current channel is subject to waves at a greater frequency due to counter/cross-shear from gas, it makes the liquid flow in this channel more complex. We consider that a quasi-steady state is achieved when the fluctuations in time of U counter Lmax are small enough (under 5% as worst case) and the simulations are stopped. Fig. 5 shows that the stabilization of the flow is found rapidly, particularly at high gas Reynolds numbers, whereas at Re G ¼ 270 the plateau is less pronounced. For this Re G , it seems that a longer calculation is required to get convergence of the liquid velocity. However, it must be noted that the horizontal axis in Fig. 5 represents passes, which is a time quantity indicating the time the maximum gas velocity takes to pass through the domain, i.e. d=u G with d length of the grey-shaded channel defined in Fig. 2 and u G ¼ U G cos b inlet gas velocity of the dry stage as in Table 2 . Therefore, equal pass does not mean equal simulation time: the run at Re G ¼ 270 is longer than the others, given that u G is lower whereat the time for the gas to pass through the elementary cell is greater. Consequently, the choice of using passes as time unit for our simulations is a way to take into account the different convergence rate among all the performed runs. From Fig. 5 , we have chosen to stop the simulations after 16 passes. This is equivalent to 16 cross-flow cells in a row in the results to follow.
Results and discussion
Analysis of the base configuration
In this section we perform an analysis of the base configuration, i.e. the three tests listed in Table 5 at liquid load B ¼ 130 m 3 =m 2 =h. We firstly compute the effective interfacial area ratio E A , defined as
where A i is the gas-liquid interfacial area predicted by the wet-stage simulation and S the surface area of the wall of the packing, as introduced in Section 2. The surface area S is constant and depends on the type of the structured packing. The gas-liquid interfacial area is computed as area of the iso-surface at volume fraction equal to 0:5, which corresponds to the interface. The effective interfacial area ratio E A gives an overview of the available gas-liquid exchange area. Fig. 6 shows that the time evolution of the interfacial area lies in the range 0:96 < E A < 1:01. More importantly, it is not affected by the gas load, which is in line with previous works, as Shulman et al. (1955) and Yoshida and Koyanagi (1962) . This also matches the theoretical findings that the interfacial instabilities, i.e. the interfacial waves, are more influenced (dampened) by viscous dissipation in the liquid phase (Schmidt et al., 2016; Lavalle et al., 2017) . An E A greater than the unit indicates a highly wavy interface which yields an interfacial area greater than the surface area of the packing. As expected, this is only possible at very high gas Re G where gas shear is considerable. Fig. 6 also underlines the dynamic nature of the two-phase flow within the cell. This illustrates well the need to find a suitable criterion that is both representative of the physical gas-liquid interaction and is numerically stable enough.
The net pressure drop in the cross-flow cell is computed with the following definition:
which is in line with dry simulation, i.e. Eq. (9). The net overall pressure drop (11) is then averaged in time in the range of 13-16 passes, with the aim to ignore the initial transient. Although Fig. 5 shows that the transient is much shorter, the maximum liquid speed U counter Lmax depicted in Fig. 5 is averaged on the plane passing through CD and perpendicular to y. It can be expected that the flow has a longer transient locally. From now onwards we choose to average in the range of 13-16 passes as a safe criterion. Table 6 lists the pressure drop G wet at different gas Reynolds numbers, which in turn have been computed a posteriori as explained in Section 3.1. By comparing the wet pressure drop with the dry configuration (Table 3) , we confirm that the dry and wet pressure drops computed by our VoF-LES model are almost identical because the dry pressure drop is imposed as boundary condition in the wet scenario.
Finally, an analysis of the flow repartition within the two channels Table 5 Gas-phase Reynolds numbers with corresponding horizontal gas velocities and Ffactor used in this study for the wet-stage simulations with cross-flow. Fig. 5 . Module of the maximum liquid velocity within the counter-flow channel averaged on the plane normal to the y axis and passing by the points C and D of Fig. 2 . The liquid velocity is scaled with the initial gas velocity, as in Table 2 . One pass is defined as the time required by the gas to flow once through the channel. of the elementary cell is provided in Table 6 . Flow repartition r is the ratio of the gas flow within the counter-current and cocurrent channels with respect to the total gas flow (the same also applies to the liquid phase):
where j is the phase descriptor (L liquid or G gas), q jy and q jz are the mass flow rates in the considered channel (subscript y for the counter-flow and z for the co-flow channel), whereas Q j ¼ q jy þ q jz is the total amount for each phase. As before, the flow repartition is averaged in time in the range of 13-16 passes. We note that the liquid repartition is slightly affected by the gas load, whereas the gas repartition is influenced in much stronger way. Most of the gas flow is driven through the counter-current channel, in the upward direction. Indeed, in the region of the unit cell where both the channels meet and mix, the direction of the flow is neither fully vertical nor horizontal, resulting that an angle of b ¼ 45 renders the counter-current channel to be preferential for the gas phase. At low liquid loads, one would expect that the liquid phase flows favourably in the co-current channel eluding the gas opposition of the counter-current channel. However, in this configuration the liquid load lies in the upper segment of the conventional absorption packings, i.e. B ¼ 130 m 3 =m 2 =h, and the liquid Froude number
L =ðgDÞ ¼ 3:3 shows that gravity is not dominant upon inertia in the liquid phase. Therefore, the liquid might be driven by the gas in the counter-current channel rather than by the gravity along the co-current channel. In addition, it is possible that some portions of liquid flow laterally in the channel due to the gas dynamics in the mixed channels. This effect increases at higher gas loads.
The time-averaged mass flow rate ratio for both the liquid and the gas in the range 13-16 passes for the counter-current channel are sketched in Fig. 7 . From this diagram one recovers the regions where the gas and the liquid flow repartitions are similar. Particularly, with Fig. 7 we aim to perform a first step towards optimisation of the cross-flow cell. Our analysis is crucial towards the identification of the conditions at which a flow repartition as close as possible to 50% for both phases is achieved. We note that the liquid mass flow rate fluctuates around 64% and is slightly affected by the gas Reynolds number. The gas mass flow rate, instead, appears more uniform only in the range Re G ¼ 650-1400. We also note that starting from Re G ¼ 971 the liquid and gas repartitions are closer to each other, i.e. around 65% in the counter-current channel and almost 35% in the co-current channel. However, at large scale, this mass flow imbalance would potentially lead to the creation of a preferred pathway for the gas flow, causing a reduction of mass transfer performance. In addition, the poor percentage of liquid flow rate in the co-current channel could induce the formation of dry or partially dry areas, leading again to unfortunate conditions for mass transfer.
Influence of the tilting angle
We explore whether it is possible to achieve a better gas flow repartition by tilting the packing to use gravity to rebalance the liquid flow in both channels. Indeed, our goal is to achieve a flow repartition as close as possible to 50% for both phases. With reference to Fig. 2 , the inclination of the cross-flow cell around the x axis is varied along the tilting angle b (b > 45 for clockwise tilting, and viceversa). With the aim to perform a sensitivity analysis of the inclination of the packing structure, we select the range b ¼ 30 À 50 and study the overall pressure drop, flow repartition and tendency to flooding. Fig. 8 shows the contour lines of the overall wet pressure drop with respect to gas flow rate and tilting angle. At constant tilting angle, the pressure drop increases with the gas flow rate, which is to be expected; fixing the gas Reynolds number, the highest pressure drop is encountered at 45 ; meanwhile, increasing or decreasing the tilting angle b from this position appears to have the same benefit in terms of reducing the pressure drop. This is revealed by the slope of the contour lines in both the direction of tilting.
In order to estimate the direction of tilting leading to a repartition of gas and liquid as balanced as reasonably possible, we need to investigate the overall flow repartition with respect to b. Fig. 9 Table 6 Wet simulation: time-averaged (in the range 13-16 passes) Reynolds number ReG, pressure drop and flow repartition. Counter-current channel: y-direction; co-current channel: z-direction. By comparing this data with those in Table 3 , one notes that ReG is smaller in the wet scenario at the same pressure drop. Fig. 7 . Dimensionless mass flow rate in the counter-current channel averaged with passes 13-16: liquid phase (black triangles), gas phase (black circles). The dimensionless flow rate q=Q is given by the ratio of the liquid (gas) flow rate in the counter-current channel divided by the total liquid (gas) flow rate within the cell. shows the averaged gas flow repartition in the counter-current channel in the range 13-16 passes for several tilting angles and gas flow rates. We note that, at small gas flow rates, the variation of the gas flow repartition with the tilting angle is more pronounced. This happens because, at high velocity, the gas is less inclined to be influenced by tilting. Indeed, an analysis of the Froude number (computed as Fr G ¼ U 2 G =ðgDÞ, where the equivalent diameter D is defined in Section 2) shows that Fr G ¼ 290 at Re G ¼ 1365 whereas Fr G ¼ 11:3 at Re G ¼ 270, which elucidates that the role of gravity is much smaller at high gas flow rates.
From Fig. 10 one notices that the liquid repartition weakly changes with the gas speed, although it is clear that the liquid phase is hindered in the counter-current channel as the gas load increases. This effect has been already discussed in the previous section for the case at 45
. On the contrary, the liquid flow repartition is strongly affected by the tilting angle, and the share of liquid in the counter-current channel tends to increase when the angle decreases, i.e. when the counter-current channel becomes more vertical. At this stage, this analysis has suggested that higher tilting angles and relatively high gas flow rates (compared to those of a typical vertical packing, to be shown in Section 5) are likely to provide better flow repartition and are to be preferred, although a 50-50% flow repartition would not be achievable without representing the contribution to flow repartition of perforations of the packing wall.
We also analyse the liquid velocity in the counter-current channel: this velocity is taken along the segment CD depicted in Fig. 2 , which covers the counter-current channel from the edge to the centre of the cell. Along this line, we compute the average of the liquid velocity, which is time-averaged in range of 13-16 passes. Referring to Fig. 2 , the sign of the velocity indicates its direction against the vertical coordinate y. Of particular interest is the gas velocity corresponding to an average liquid velocity of zero. At this point, two equal parts of liquid go down and up the countercurrent channel, such that there is no net flow of liquid. It is referred further as the flooding point, although it is important to note that this does not necessarily correspond to a more practical definition related to a sharp increase in pressure drop as one observes in Fig. 4 . It is also important to note that partial flow reversal in the liquid phase can be observed before the average velocity reaches zero, close to the gas-liquid interface. The corresponding contour lines are depicted in Fig. 11 : when the gas flow rate increases the averaged velocity increases (decreases in amplitude). In this case the gas phase decelerates the liquid through counter-current shear. In addition, a tendency to flooding occurs when increasing the tilting angle, that is when the cross-flow cell is tilted clockwise. For example, the top right corner (i.e. at high gas flow rate and high tilting angle) is the worst configuration in terms of flooding among those investigated here. On the contrary, keeping the same gas flow rate while reducing the angle provides an amelioration in terms of flooding delay. Finally, Fig. 12 sketches the velocity profile along the segment CD for both the liquid and the gas. The interface is located approximately at x=d ¼ 0:75, where x is the coordinate along the segment CD whereas d its length (coincinding with the diagonal of the inlet triangle). The gas phase is located on the left and the liquid phase on the right. Also, x=d ¼ 0 identifies the centre of the cell, i.e. the point C depicted in Fig. 2 . Here, the gas velocity eventually becomes negative due to the presence of recirculation eddies near the centre of the cell. From Fig. 12 we observe that the minimum Fig. 10 . Contour plot of the liquid mass flow rate ratio in the counter-current channel at different tilting angles and gas Reynolds numbers, time-averaged in the range 13-16. . Contour plot of the gas mass flow rate ratio in the counter-current channel at different tilting angles and gas Reynolds numbers, time-averaged in the range 13-16. value of the parabolic velocity profile of the liquid strongly decreases for smaller gas-phase Reynolds numbers. Varying the tilting angle at the same Re G , the velocity profiles in the liquid phase are similar to each other, although the minimum slightly decreases when the tilting angle increases. This is also confirmed by the contour lines in Fig. 11 . Particularly, from the zoomed velocity profile corresponding to the top right corner of Fig. 11 , we observe the inception of the flow reversal, which occurs next to the interface. It gives a first hint for the characterization of the flooding onset. On the gas side, the velocity profile is fully turbulent. The effect of the tilting angle is weak on both the phases, whereas the influence of the gas Reynolds number is clear.
The analysis of the flooding onset has indeed revealed that small angles, i.e. a more vertical counter-flow channel, and low gas Reynolds numbers are to be preferred to avoid flow reversal. This is in conflict with the results previously discussed on flow repartition. Therefore, a compromise must be found to balance at the same time flow reversal, flow repartition and pressure drop.
Also, it must be recalled that holes on the wall of the packing are not represented in this transient two-phase VoF-LES model. They have a primary role to help the liquid drain, and it is expected that would improve the flow repartition in the cross-flow packing. This gives a reasonable argument for future studies aimed to model holes and textures on the packing wall, as well as for experimental studies.
Influence of the liquid load
The liquid load imposed in the previous test-cases is close to the upper limit of the applications of absorption and distillation, i.e. B ¼ 130 m 3 =m 2 =h. In this section, we investigate the role of the liquid load on the overall pressure drop and the flooding, for the configuration with b ¼ 45 , by decreasing the liquid load of a factor 100, i.e. with B ¼ 1:3 m 3 =m 2 =h, which remains still reasonable for chemical applications. As mentioned earlier, we stop the simulations before numerical break-up occurs in the liquid film. This is particularly important for low liquid loads where the film will be thin and has more propensity to numerically break-up. We are already running our simulations to account for maximum possible mesh density allowed by the commercial solver. Fig. 13 sketches the overall pressure drop for these two liquid loads varying the gas Reynolds number. It would be desirable to provide results at the same gas Reynolds number. However, this is not possible since the wet gas Reynolds number is computed a posteriori, as mentioned earlier. The best we can do is to start with the same dry gas Reynolds number. This graph is supplemented by Table 6 for the high liquid load and by Table 7 for the small liquid load. We anticipate that the pressure drop should be smaller at low liquid loads, since the liquid that occupies the cell is less, as shown for example by Kolev and Razkazova-Velkova (2001) . Likewise, in Fig. 13 we observe greater F-factor at small liquid load for the same pressure drop.
A sketch of the gas-liquid interface and of the gas-streamline distribution resulting from our numerical simulations is depicted in Fig. 14 , where the effect of gas Reynolds number, tilting angle and liquid load is shown. We note that the interface is smooth and slightly corrugated in the sense of the gas flow for high liquid loads, whereas the interface is much more disturbed at low liquid loads. Secondly, the analysis of the streamlines in the gas phase highlights that the co-current channel and the counter-current channel behave very differently, in particular the flow in the counter-flow channel is more chaotic. This is expected to occur in a cross-flow cell but not in a ''vertical" cell representative of a conventional counter-flow column configuration.
Comparing the four different cases, one also notices that the interface of the most inclined case in Fig. 14(e) strongly differs from the others: indeed the interface is more disturbed in the vicinity of the cell edge, as in presence of waves.
Interfacial waves are very important as those enhance the transfers between the two phases (Henstock and Hanratty, 1979; McCready and Hanratty, 1985) . An analysis of the ratio ¼ h=k between the film thickness h (measured as the maximum wave height observable in Fig. 14(e) , i.e. h max ¼ 1:2 mm) and the wavelength k returns ¼ 0:2 in the co-current channel and ¼ 0:1 in the counter-current channel. The ratio emphasizes that those are likely to be long waves. It would be interesting to check 
The interface is computed as the iso-surface of volume fraction at 0:5. Counter-current channel: y-direction; co-current channel: z-direction.
whether recirculation zones next to the interface are observable in both the phases, as those detected in vertical and inclined falling films sheared by a counter-current gas (Dietze and Ruyer-Quil, 2013; Trifonov, 2010; Lavalle et al., 2017) . This could be improved by further refining the mesh, although the complexity of the computational domain would require too high computational resources for the actual run.
Comparing the cross-flow to conventional vertical packings
This section presents the comparison of the wet pressure drop of the cross-flow cell to different conventional vertical packings. Data of the pressure drop for those packings are taken from Bessou et al. (2010) , at a liquid load of 7 m 3 =m 2 =h. In their work, Bessou et al. (2010) Bessou et al. (2010) , we can recover from Fig. 13 that the pressure drop obtained through the VoF-LES model will not be strongly affected by using 1:3 m 3 =m 2 =h rather than 7 m 3 =m 2 =h. In addition, we show data of the pressure drop of the Sulzer MellapakCC TM , taken from Menon and Duss (2011) . The resulting comparison is depicted in Fig. 15 . This is meant to be a qualitative comparison aiming to situate the cross-flow elementary cell of Mellapak 500.Y with the conventional structured and random packings. Indeed, both the size and the liquid load are different, particularly the data of the MellapakCC are obtained with a 3 mhigh column with a diameter of 1 m filled with air and water; the liquid load is 25 m 3 =m 2 =h. As mentioned in Bessou et al. (2010) , also the data from the packings Sepcarb 4D, P-RING 5/8, Sulzer M250.Y and M452.Y are obtained at different specific areas. From Fig. 15 one notes that our results lie in the range of the conventional structured and random packings. It is worth noting that the wet pressure drop of the cross-flow cell, whose geometry is close to Mellapak 500.Y, is expected to be higher than Mellapak 250.Y and Mellapak 452.Y, yet it is located between Mellapak 250.Y and MellapakCC. Particularly, it is much higher than the pressure drop for counter-flow packing optimised for carbon capture applications, e.g. the MellapakCC.
Conclusions
This article provides novel and fundamental insights into a disruptive concept for contacting gas-liquid flows, where a compact, cross-flow, horizontal structure is streamlined to match the typical exhaust gas pathway of modern thermal power stations for carbon capture processes. It presents the performance of the three-dimensional cross-flow elementary cell of structured packings, in particular for the process intensification of postcombustion carbon capture. Dry and wet pressure drop, flow repartition and flooding onset are investigated through a full two-phase VoF-LES model. Due to the lack of data concerning the cross-flow packing, this model has been validated against previous numerical and experimental results in the vertical scenario.
Beginning with the base configuration at 45 , we have tested three different gas velocities, showing that the liquid and the gas flow repartitions within the two channels of the cell are not fairly balanced, ranging from 0:58 to 0:75 for high liquid loads. The cell is then tilted: the contour plot of the pressure drop shows that tilting the cell in both the direction (smaller and greater angles) reduces the pressure drop by 20% with respect to 45
. However, while the flow repartition improves at higher angles, the flooding is delayed at smaller tilting angle. This suggests that a compromise among pressure drop, flow repartition and flooding delay is necessary to detect the optimum configuration.
In addition, a sketch of the gas-liquid interface and the streamlines within the cell has revealed the presence of long waves at small tilting angles, which are known to enhance the transfer between the two phases.
The results presented in this work are characteristic of a single elementary three-dimensional cell. Therefore, further analysis with a scaled-up process model of absorption would complement this study and might indicate new pathway for optimisation. This article lays the foundation for further optimisation and refinement of the elementary cell. Packing holes or perforations are not represented in this study to limit the complexity of the numerical model. They are likely to help the drain of the liquid and improve the flow repartition within the cross-flow elementary cell. Likewise, the textures on the wall are not included either.
Finally, the geometry of the cell and, in particular, the angle between its channels offers scope for optimisation. The current configuration represents a packing with a Y shape. It is now clear that a packing with an X shape, where the two connected channels are not perpendicular, would change the two-phase flow dynamics completely, with the potential for further improvements.
Finally, the complex transient gas velocity field can be used as an input to our in-house reduced model SWANS, based on the coupling of a long-wave film model for the liquid phase to NavierStokes equations for the gas, and now tailored to counter-current flows (Lavalle et al., 2017) . Such a reduced model will be vital for determining pressure drops and flow profiles quickly in a complex two-phase flow scenario. However, at the present stage, the SWANS model cannot be applied to complex geometries as those in this work, and to turbulent flows either. We leave therefore the enhanced SWANS model to future studies. Correspondence between F-factor, Reynolds number and external gas velocity is provided in Table 5 .
